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Brittany Bunk
24-Feb-2022

I don't want any animal products veganized is it gives veganism a bad image (like they're too gross, too similar to animals, etc.).     



 | 

prad
21-Feb-2021

personally, i won't eat any vegan simulations of things i gave up long, long ago. admittedly, they are 'healthier' than the real deal, but
that is hardly an argument. i realize though that for some people who are transitioning, such things may be helpful, but there is such
vegan variety, it makes more sense to me that we pursue those items.    
when we first went vegan in 1990, we had a doctor named cridland (who actually took over mcdougall's practise), who told me that
you don't need to subsitute - not even something like soya milk for moojuice. if you drink a plant-based milk because you want
something with your cereal, that's fine, but don't do it because you think you have to replace something you don't need anyway.    
nice resource, brittany!    
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Brittany Bunk
24-Feb-2022

sounds like WFPB is the way to go, but for people who grew up with animal products, it replaces the nutritional voids that
might be missing - so they're helpful, but not to those who're already vegan and know what to do.    



Brittany Bunk
21-Feb-2021

I'd rather not eat vegan o�al (i.e. organs), liverwurst, ham, fish, seafood, etc.    



 | 

Just starting a discussion on what people don't want veganized, so companies know not to make them. There are some people that are vegan now that don't miss eating
certain meats. Others probably never ate meat and don't want to eat certain vegan meats if at all. What do you not want to eat, even if veganized? What do you not want
veganized? Write in the comments below

 

Paul McCartney doesn't even want veganized versions of animal products, as it's artificial (and likely because it resembles animal products and therefore promotes,
reminds, associates too much with animal-based industries - that it's no longer vegan - even if the product's vegan in itself): https://www.the-paulmccartney-
project.com/concert/2017-07-26/
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